ARGENTINA: ARMY UNREST ERUPTS. (U)

--(C/OIOPRN-- AN ATTEMPT BY III ARMY CORPS COMMANDER MAJ GEN MENENDEZ TO TOPPLE ARMY COMMANDER IN CHIEF VIOLA THIS WEEKEND FAILED TO RALLY SUFFICIENT SUPPORT AND INSTEAD RESULTED IN THE COMMANDER'S AND DEPUTY COMMANDER'S REMOVAL FROM OFFICE. ALTHOUGH MENENDEZ' CHALLENGE FELL SHORT OF ITS MARK, THE SHORT-LIVED AND UNSUCCESSFUL REBELLION UNDERSCORES THE SERIOUS MILITARY DISCONTENT THAT HAS RECENTLY SURFACED AS A RESULT OF THE GOVERNMENT'S HANDLING OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND TERRORIST-RELATED ISSUES.

--(C/OIOPRN-- IN A PREDAWN COMMUNIQUE ON 29 SEPTEMBER, MENENDEZ CALLED FOR VIOLA'S IMMEDIATE RESIGNATION, CITING THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF'S RESPONSIBILITY FOR LAST WEEK'S COMPLIANCE WITH THE SUPREME COURT RULING TO RELEASE POLITICAL PRISONER JACOBO TIMERMAN AND LAST WEEK'S TERRORIST BOMBING OF ECONOMY SECRETARY KLEIN'S RESIDENCE. THE VISIT LAST MONTH BY THE INTER-AMERICAN HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION AND THE CONTINUING CLIMB OF THE COUNTRY'S INFLATION RATE ALSO HEAVILY CONTRIBUTE TO MENENDEZ' CHALLENGE. THE ARMY COMMANDERS OF THE OTHER THREE CORPS OPTED FOR UNITY WITH VIOLA AND APPARENTLY ONLY TWO III CORPS UNITS SUPPORTED THE COMMANDER'S ACTION. VIOLA RESPONDED FIRMLY TO THE CORPS COMMANDER'S ACTION, REPLACING HIM WITH V ARMY CORPS COMMANDER VAQUERO. THE ATMOSPHERE TENSED, HOWEVER, ON THE AFTERNOON OF THE 29TH IN CORDOBA, III CORPS HEADQUARTERS, WHEN LOYALIST PARATROOPERS WERE SENT TO THE AREA AFTER MENENDEZ REFUSED TO COMPLY WITH VIOLA'S REMOVAL COMMAND. THE SITUATION NORMALIZED AFTER MENENDEZ FLEW TO BUENOS AIRES ON THE 30TH TO CONFERENCE WITH VIOLA, AND BY AFTERNOON THE TROOPS WERE REPORTEDLY BEING PULLED BACK.
Menendez, along with army chief of staff Suarez Mason, has been a hardline irritant to Viola on such issues as the country's human rights stance and Beagle Channel controversy with Chile. Like Menendez, Suarez Mason and other hardline generals were incensed over newspaper editor Timerman's release. The recent infiltration of several Montonero terrorists back into Argentina and their attack on Klein's residence served to exacerbate the divisiveness and impelled Menendez' rebellious challenge. It appears Menendez' action was a unilateral attempt and there was no prior consultation with other commanders.

Viola's show of force and leadership may have strengthened his position for now; but the weekend's excitement will further complicate the commander in chief succession issue and the issue of his candidacy to replace President Videla in March of 1981. Viola is now scheduled to resign as commander of the army in December. Recent events may delay his resignation, however, putting off the choice of his replacement, which had already become a thorny internal problem for the army. (DIADIN 273-2A)
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